The kingdom of Amadeus
Once upon a time there was a kingdom called Amadeus. It was ruled king William and queen
Elizabeth. The king and the queen had a beautiful daughter called Isabella Rosa. One day a
terrible war began between the king and his younger Brother Kaleb. Sadly, the king and the
Queen where captured and the Queen mother, Hannah and Isabella had to flee for the safety
to the forest. Since that day the people of Amadeus follow the orders of King Kaleb. 12-yearold, still live with Grandma Hannah. They lived in a house with a Barrier and shield to protect
them and not be seen. Grandma Hannah never told Isabella and her power. One afternoon
Isabella went into the forest for some water. She went farther than ever before. Suddenly, she
passed a group of Guards. Isabella ran as fast as she could, but stubble on a tree root. She
began to lose conscious, but overheard a loud zapping noise. When Isabella open her eyes, she
saw her grandmother Hannah standing there. Isabella mouth open, when she saw her
grandmother using magic. Granma Hannah grabbed Isabella by the hand and ran to the house.
As soon as they went inside the house, Isabella erupted with questions. “Granma Hannah, I
didn’t know you had magic….and why did those men, want to hurt us? Granma Hannah was
nervous and didn’t know what to say. She was looking at the fire. Granma Hannah spoke with a
tone of urgency and importance, “I know you have lot of questions. Yes! I did use magic, in
order to stop the men from hurting us. If you want, I will teach you to use magic” Isabella
quietly said “ok … Teach me!” After 3 years of training, Isabella was now ready to fight for her
family. Granma can I fight and rescue mother and father? Said Isabella. It will be a hard journey
said Granma Hannah but yes, I’m sure you are ready Isabella. I managed to steal a map of the
kingdom, you can use for your journey. In the morning, once had packed her food, she started
her journey. After a hard couple of days, Isabella finally saw the kingdom that was once hers. In
the other corner of the kingdom, king Kaleb was mad, when the patrol people told him about a
young girl and a old women, they found living in the forest. King Kaleb though and though and
finally thought of Isabella and her grandmother who had escape. The King ordered his special
wizard guards to search the forest. As Isabella was going through the gates, she was stopped by
the guards. Isabella immediately declared war, so Isabella begun to fight. Bow and Pow! All of a
sudden Isabella leg was covered with red blood. As soon as the guard was not looking, Isabella
hit him, and he fell down to the ground. As Isabella was losing hope, she remembered
Granma’s Hannah healing potion. She used one of two drops. Isabella started to walk to the
inside of the castle. When she reached the Tora Room, she knew a war will be awaken! As soon
Isabella walked to the throne room. She remember her parents, farewells and their sadness and
their tears falling on the floor, like a sad river that never end. this made Isabella mad with a fire
that was bright and a fire that never goes out. Out of the shadows, step out king Kaleb with a
smile that was evil and cruel. Isabella got ready and aim for king Kaleb’s head. King Kaleb dodge
like it was nothing. Kaleb chanted a freezing spell and Isabella was not fast enough. The only
thing, Isabella could do is to talk, she asked king Kaleb “why are you so evil and hateful? Why do
you hate my family? Family! … what do you mean family? Child …I’m part of your family! I’m

your uncle Said King Kaleb. WHAT….NO….Noo! Said Isabella. Isabella was struggling and trying
to be free. She awoke a new celestial power, Isabella started glowing as beautiful and bright as
a rainbow mixed with a sunset. She started to break the spell. Kaleb tried to stop Isabella, but
she dodged the hit. With a single blast, Isabella threw Kaleb into the flying sky. In the dungeon,
Isabella found her parents, they were in chains. Who are you? Said Queen Elizabeth and king
William. “I’m your daughter …Isabella Rose” cried Isabella. A tear of joy fell from their eyes.
Their lost daughter had finally return home!

The End

